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Disclaimer

The views and opinions expressed in the following PowerPoint slides are 
those of the individual presenter and should not be attributed to PRISME, 
its directors, officers, employees, volunteers, members, chapters, 
councils, Communities or affiliates, or any organization with which the 
presenter is employed or affiliated. 

These PowerPoint slides are the intellectual property of the individual 
presenter and are protected under the copyright laws of the United States 
of America and other countries. Used by permission. All rights reserved. 
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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Possible when human science meets data science
Human Data Science
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Worldwide clinical and 

real-world experience 

informed by deep 

scientific expertise 

across every major 

therapy area 

Leading healthcare 

“big data” and 

technologies fueled 

by commercial 

expertise to find 

unparalleled insights

Solutions to 

help clients 

drive healthcare 

forward



IQVIA mobilizes unparalleled data, analytics, 
technology, and expertise through solutions 
connecting stakeholders to improve health
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The Landscape of AI
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Emerging Tech – AI Science
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Emerging Tech – AI Maturity
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Keeping us one step ahead in the market

Innovation and Emerging Technologies
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Accelerator Process for the Emerging Tech of AI
Growing intelligent automation with industry-specific expertise
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Artificial Intelligence
Growing intelligent automation with industry-specific expertise
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Quick Examples
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• Big Data – 100k data suppliers unstructured NLP

• Models

• Disease Detection

• Line of Therapy

• Non-Adherence

• Treatment Response

• AI

• Centralized/Medical Monitoring

• eTMF

• Translation

• Safety



Client Benefits

Customer Challenge Our Solution Results

Leveraging Unstructured Physician Notes using NLP

Enhanced the ability to characterize the progression of a chronic 
illness when faced with limited availability of structured variables

• To understand disease progression among 
patients diagnosed with Migraine Disorder 
(ICD-9 346.xx)

• Disease progression required understand of 
migraine frequencies

• There are no clinical tests or claims-based 
data signifying acute events over time

• We developed an iterative approach to 
mining and reviewing physician notes for 
identifying migraine frequencies:

• Development of Clinical terms of interest (e.g. 
“migraine/month”)

• Query physician notes for terms among 
patient and time period of interest

• Review findings, and frequencies of matches 
and revise terms as appropriate

• Identified over 2,300 patients with a migraine 
diagnosis with mention of quantity of 
migraines per month in physician notes

• Merged derived variable with existing 
analytic database

Pat ID Record 

Date

Variable Value

100002 1/7/2014 Monthly Migraines 14

100003 2/4/2014 Monthly Migraines 7 

100003 1/21/2014 Monthly Migraines 1

100004 2/21/2014 Monthly Migraines 1

Leveraging Unstructured Physician Notes using NLP

Customer Challenge Our Solution Results
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Four key applications for real world data with ML
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Example: Raising disease awareness in a targeted way
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Moving subject event management from a manual to an automatic process through the use of 
advanced analytic models for automated/ targeted/ quality triggers.

Cognitive and automation computing - Monitoring
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Mass scale centralization of document management with automation capabilities to identify the 
quality and integrity where duplications occur and checking, classifying and indexing into standard 
requirements.

Cognitive and automation computing - eTMF
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The global capability combined with historical specific clinical trial knowledge makes translation a 
strong candidate for smart machine learning capabilities that augments the human translator.

Cognitive and automation computing - Translation
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The high volume and repetitive processes make safety case reporting a good candidate to apply 
automation and smart machine learning capabilities to increase productivity.

Cognitive and automation computing - Safety
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What’s Next?
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What’s next for Artificial Intelligence
Growing intelligent automation with industry-specific expertise
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What’s next for Artificial Intelligence
Growing intelligent automation with industry-specific expertise
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